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Abstract

We conducted experiments on reinforced concrete structures using a damage detection

system using Smart AE sensor. This system consists of a Smart AE sensor and a computer and is

simpler than conventional AE systems. The Smart AE sensor contains an AE transducer, CPU,

memory and USB terminal on the substrate and its size is about 20 mm x 80 mm. The main

feature of Smart AE sensors is to convert AE waves received by the AE transducer into digital

data, transmitting them to the personal computer. The personal computer receives the digital data

for damage index of the structure, and displays it for monitoring.
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1. Introduction

In Japan, many concrete structures have been used for more than 30 years. The maintenance

and repair techniques for these existing structures are becoming significant. The maintenance is

performed at regular intervals by visual inspection and nondestructive inspection. In order to

improve the efficiency of the inspection, some damage detection systems for the structures were

developed and applied to real structures. Although the sensors currently used by such damage

detection systems are mainly optical fiber sensors, some sensors as listed below can also be used

for damage detection system. 1) Acceleration transducer, 2) Displacement transducer, 3) AE

sensor.

We choose AE sensor as the sensor of a damage detection system, because it has been often

applied to experiments in laboratory. In laboratory experiments, it was useful to evaluate

correctly the position of the damage using multiple AE sensors. However, such measurement

systems are complex and expensive, so we needed improvement to apply it to the damage

detection system. On real structures, it is often possible to estimate the area where damage by

external force occurs. Only one AE sensor is necessary to detect the damage around it, and the

damage detection system becomes simple.

We have developed a damage detection system, which consists of a personal computer and a

Smart AE sensor. A Smart AE sensor is attached to the area of expected damage. It is connected

to a PC by a USB cable. The Smart AE sensor can process the AE waves from an AE transducer,

convert them to digital data and transmit the data to the personal computer. The AE waveforms

are changed into the AE (or threshold-crossing) counts per unit time and this is used as the

damage index for the structure by the Smart AE sensor. Multiple AE sensors can be connected to

a PC simultaneously.  In this paper, we describe the damage detection system applied to

structural experiments of the concrete.
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2. Outline of Damage Detection System

The single-channel damage detection system is shown in Fig. 1, and the detail of Smart AE

Sensor is shown in Fig. 2. A Smart AE sensor includes an AE transducer, CPU, memory and a

USB terminal on the substrate. Its size is approximately 20 mm x 80 mm.

     Fig. 1 Damage detection system.      Fig. 2  Detail of Smart AE sensor.

Functions of the Smart AE sensor are:

      1) The AE transducer receives AE wave generated from the damage.

      2) The AE waves are changed into digital data as damage index or AE count rates.

      3) The digital data is transferred to the personal computer (PC) by the USB cable.

Here, the damage index is the AE counts per second and PC always displays it. Since it is not

necessary to process AE waveform data, this damage detection system can display the damage in

real time. The amount of data obtained by this system is much smaller as compared with the

waveform data obtained by the conventional AE method and it is possible to connect four sets of

Smart AE sensors to one PC simultaneously.

In the second-generation damage detection system, shown in Fig. 3, it has larger memories

and operates for one month or more by a battery. We are going to use the next type of Smart AE

sensor. In the following experiment, we use this new type of Smart AE sensor.

3. Experiments

3.1 Specimens and Testing Method

We carried out two experiments with the Smart AE sensor on the specimen. One is on a pre-

stressed concrete beam specimen (PS1) and the other on a reinforced concrete column specimen

(RN47). The monitoring of damage occurrence was performed throughout experiment by the

new damage detection system.

AE Transducer CPU USB Terminal
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Fig. 3 Next generation of Smart AE sensor.

The form and the arrangement of bars of the specimens are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. For the

pre-stressed concrete beam specimen (PS1), the size of rectangular section was 200 mm x 300

mm, and the length of the span was 3,000 mm. The PC strand was arranged in the position of 75

mm from the section bottom at the center of the span, in order that the edge tensile stress of the

concrete stays below 0.5 N/mm
2
. The specimen was supported by pin devices at both ends. The

load applied to two points, which were distant from a center every 250 mm. The Smart AE

sensor was attached to the specimen surface of the span at the central part with the adhesive.

Fig. 4  Outline of specimen (PS1).

For the reinforced concrete column specimen (RN47), the size of rectangular section was 275

mm x 350 mm, and the height of the column was 700 mm. See Fig. 5. There was less quantity of

the transverse reinforcements than usual structure so that shear failure was expected. Gradual

increase in horizontal load was applied repeatedly to the specimen. Axial load was not applied.

The Smart AE sensor was attached on the specimen surface at the mid-height part with the

adhesive.

3.2 Results for Pre-stressed Concrete Beam

The relationship between applied force (P) and displacement for PS1 specimen is shown in

Fig. 6. When applied force is 34 kN, the bending crack occurred in the center of span. The

yielding of main reinforcement and PC strand occurred at P=52 kN and 86 kN, respectively.
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Fig. 5  Outline of specimen (RN47) and loading direction.

When compressive failure of concrete occurred at the upper surface, applied maximum force was

91 kN.

Fig. 6 Relationship between applied force and displacement. PS1

The relationship between displacement and AE counts as damage index is shown in Fig. 7.

The horizontal axis shows the loading step (time). The displacement increased gradually with the

loading. AE counts were first observed to rise, when bending crack occurred. AE counts were

observed actively at the peak displacements. Fewer number of AE counts were observed below

the prior displacement, which is called Kaiser effect. Note very high AE counts during the

unloading toward the end of experiment. This shows extensive concrete damage.

3.3 Results for Reinforced Concrete Column

The relationship between shear force (Q) and deflection angle (R) for RN47 specimen is

shown in Fig. 8. The crack pattern after experiment is shown in Fig. 9. When shear force was

near Q = 80 kN of first loading cycle, bending crack occurred at both ends of the specimen.

When shear force was near Q = 140 kN on the second loading cycle, shear cracks occurred.

When deflection angle was R = 15 x 10
-3 

rad., the shear force was 380 kN. The width of shear
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cracks, which occurred along the diagonal, became large after the maximum shear force, and

shear failure occurred.

Fig. 7 The relationship between displacement and AE count.

RN47

Fig. 8  Relationship between shear force and deflection.         Figure 9 Shear failure.

The deflection angle and AE counts vs. time of loading are shown in Fig. 10. The horizontal

axis represents the loading step. The deflection angle changed gradually upon loading and

unloading. AE counts were first observed, when a shear crack appeared on the second loading

cycle. High AE counts were observed at the end of the second cycle, then increased intensively

near peak deflection angle during the fourth cycle. Few AE count was observed during fifth

loading cycle, indicative of Kaiser effect. AE counts were observed even during the unloading

after the fourth loading cycle. This shows permanent damage of the concrete. Beyond the sixth

loading, AE counts were almost always present.

4. Conclusion

We carried out experiments using a simple and low-cost damage detection system using the

Smart AE sensor.

 1) Occurrence of damage of the structure can be detected with the damage detection system.
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2) The damage index transmitted from Smart AE sensor is observed as the concrete damage

progressed.

 3) Kaiser effect was clearly observed, just as in the conventional AE methods.
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Fig. 10 Relationship between displacement and AE counts (RN47 Specimen).
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